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See our  
Current Resources



Indexes:

Biblical

Hymns and songs

Videos

Lectionary



We have a range of
 
Downloadable Products



There are over 2,000 songs in
  
The Digital Hymnbook



      
	

      
      
      If the page you have come from is on the IDEAS web site then the
most likely cause of this message is that you have been directed by a
link to a web page that does not actually exist on our web site. We would be grateful if you could let us know
about it by contacting us.  Remember to tell us what you were trying to locate and this will give us the opportunity to sort out the problem.

      

      If you were looking for the Family Friendly Churches Website: 
As Mike and Ann  are preparing for retirement the trustees have decided to wind
up the Family Friendly Churches Trust and so this web site is now
closed.


      

However Mike and Ann intend to carry on the work and so many of our resources are now available through the IDEAS website


      


      There are resources available every week linked to the lectionary. These include video tracks of the selected hymns and songs where tracks exist.


      


      There are are over 2,000 Hymns, Songs and Psalms available as PowerPoint files in the Digital Hymnbook covering the following books:


                      Singing the Faith (882 Songs and Psalms)


                     Hymns & Psalms (849 Songs)


                      Rejoice & Sing (526 Songs)


                      Common Praise (496 Songs)


                      Songs of Fellowship (867 Songs)


                      Mission Praise (708 Songs)


                      The Source (729 Songs)


                      Junior Praise (213 Songs)


                     Kids Source (326 Songs)


                      Unpublished elsewhere (216 Songs)


      


      Most of the CD and DVD resources are now available as downloads - and many more resources in addition.


                      


      Mike and Ann will continue to lead church weekends around the country. Contact them for details.

      

      If you have come from any other web site then it would be helpful to let
them know that the page they are sending you to no longer exists

      
      

You should be able to return to your previous page by hitting the "Back button" on your browser or you can go to the IDEAS Main Page.
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Current Resources]


Year B (Quarter 2)



Tea Time Church - 
Widescreen

March (Year 2) - Jesus enters Jerusalem



Palm Sunday - 
Widescreen

March 24th - The two crowds & It's all about Jesus



Maundy Thursday - 
Widescreen

March 28th - What's on the table



Good Friday - 
Widescreen

March 29th - The Welle Stations



Easter Sunday - 
Widescreen

March 31st - Victory in Defeat & A remarkable journey



Tea Time Church - 
Widescreen

April (Year 2) - Jesus in the temple



Easter 2 -  
Widescreen

April 7th - Rejoicing in Fellowship & Looking back to Easter



Easter 3 -  
Widescreen

April 14th - The resurrected Jesus & Dives and Lazarus
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